Engine parts diagram

Just like humans in order to move, your engine requires energy. In fact, the core responsibility
of the engine is to transform energy from fuel with a spark, to create the power to move. This
internal combustion creates tiny, contained explosions to produce movement. Car engines are
designed around sealed, resilient metal cylinders. Most modern vehicles have between four and
eight cylinders , though some vehicles can have as many as sixteen! The cylinders are made to
open and close at precisely the correct time to bring in fuel to combine with the spark for
burning internally, and to release the exhaust gases produced. Refer to the diagram to locate
where they reside on your engine. With so many mechanisms performing many tasks at
lightning speed, over time, parts may begin to wear causing your car to behave differently. Here
are the most common engine problems and their associated symptoms:. Car engines may seem
complicated, but their task is simple: to propel your vehicle forward. Regularly scheduled oil
changes, fluid flushes, and changing belts and hoses at the recommended time is a great way
to help prevent the unfortunate circumstance of a failed engine. Sun Auto Service specializes in
engine maintenance and repairs. Sun Auto Service is the one you can rely on to provide
honesty, quality service at a price you can afford. Dealership level service at a price that fits
your budget? Enter your email address and we'll email you a digital version of this coupon that
you can present on your mobile device at your Sun Auto Service Shop. Skip to content. Find a
Location Locations. Make An Appointment Appointments. Get to Know Your Engine Car
engines are designed around sealed, resilient metal cylinders. Engine Block â€” This is the very
core of the engine. Often made of aluminum or iron, it has several holes to contain the cylinders
as well as provide water and oil flow paths to cool and lubricate the engine. Oil paths are
narrower than the water flow paths. The engine block also houses the pistons, crankshaft,
camshaft, and between four and twelve cylindersâ€”depending on the vehicle, in a line, also
known as inline, flat or in the shape of a V. Pistons â€” Are a cylindrical apparatus with a flat
surface on top. The role of the piston is to transfer energy created from combustion to the
crankshaft to propel the vehicle. Pistons travel up and down within the cylinder twice during
each rotation of the crankshaft. Pistons on engines that rotate at RPM, will travel up and down
times per minute. Inside the piston, lie piston rings that are made to help create compression
and reduce the friction from the constant rubbing of the cylinder. Crankshaf t â€” The
crankshaft is located in the lower section of the engine block, within the crankshaft journals an
area of the shaft that rests on the bearings. This keenly machined and balanced mechanism is
connected to the pistons through the connecting rod. Similar to how a jack-in-the-box operates,
the crankshaft turns the pistons up and down motion into a reciprocal motion, at engine speed.
Camshaft â€” Varying from vehicle to vehicle, the camshaft may either be located within the
engine block or in the cylinder heads. The role of the camshaft is to regulate the timing of the
opening and closing of valves and take the rotary motion from the crankshaft and transfer it to
an up and down motion to control the movement of the lifters, moving the pushrods, rockers,
and valves. Cylinder Head â€” Attached to the engine through cylinder bolts, sealed with the
head gasket. The cylinder head contains many items including the valve springs, valves, lifters,
pushrods, rockers, and camshafts to control passageways that allow flow of intake air into the
cylinders during the intake stroke as well as exhaust passages that remove exhaust gases
during the exhaust stroke. The belt is made of a heavy-duty rubber with cogs to grasp the
pulleys from the camshaft and crankshaft. The chain, similar to your bicycle chain wraps
around pulleys with teeth. Common Engine Problems With so many mechanisms performing
many tasks at lightning speed, over time, parts may begin to wear causing your car to behave
differently. Here are the most common engine problems and their associated symptoms: Poor
compression â€” Results in loss of power, misfiring, or no-start. Cracked engine block â€”
Causes overheating, smoke coming from exhaust, or coolant leaks, usually identified on the
side of the engine. Email me this coupon. Print this coupon. Click the button below to print.
Print Coupon. Connect With Us. Privacy Policy. Find Your Store. In this post, we will discuss the
engine parts. The engine has two types one is the internal combustion engine and another one
is the external combustion engine. The engine most essential part of automobile industries or
we can say that the engine is the heart of an automobile. The function and construction of each
engine parts of an internal combustion engine are explained. The key to the engine is as
follows. Fig shows a simple sketch of the cylinder block. Cylinder block, cylinder head and
crankcase these three parts form the foundation and main stationary body of the automobile
engine. Another type of engine parts is cylinder head it is joint between the cylinder head and
cylinder block. Depending upon the valve and port layout, the cylinder head may be classified
into three types as follows:. This arrangement gives better performance, but it is costlier. The oil
pan and the lower part of the cylinder block together are called the crankcase. It is the bottom
portion of the cylinder block, in which the crankshaft is fitted. The bottom half of the crankcase
is called the oil pan or sump. It is attached to the crankcase through set screws and with a

gasket to make the joint leak proof. The oil pan serves as a reservoir for the storage, cooling
and ventilation of engine lubricating oil. At the bottom of the oil sump, a drain plug is provided
to drain out the dirty oil at the time of oil replacement. Generally, the sump is made of pressed
steel sheet or aluminium alloy casting is used. There are separate sets of pipes attached to the
cylinder head which carry the air-fuel mixture and the exhaust gases, these are called
manifolds. It is generally made of cast iron so that it is able to withstand the high temperature of
the exhaust gases. These are cylindrical shapes used in the cylinders to avoid the problem of
cylinder wear. It is one of the most important functional parts to make up the interior of an
engine. These can be replaced after they are worn out. These are made of special alloy iron
containing silicon, manganese, nickel and chromium. Usually, these are cast centrifugally.
These liners resistance to wear and corrosion. These liners are of the oil hardening type and
offer considerably longer life for the engine. Construction: The construction of a dry liner is
shown in the figure. This liner is made in the shape of a barrel with a flange at the top which
keeps it into position. The entire outer surface bears against the cylinder block casting and
hence these are it be machined accurately at both outer and inner faces. The liner should not be
too loose, otherwise, the heat dissipation becomes poor because of the absence of good
contact with the cylinder block. The figure shows a simple sketch of the wet liner. These liners
will be in direct contact with the cooling water at their outer face. Thus, these liners need not be
machined very accurately at the outer surface. However, they have been machined accurately at
the inner surface. They are resisting corrosion with continuous contact with cooling water.
Pitons are most important engine parts compared to others. The piston is a cylindrical plug that
moves up and down in the cylinder. It helps to convert pressure energy obtained by the
combustion of fuel into useful mechanical power and it transfer this power to the crankshaft
through the connecting rod. It is provided with pistons ring about 3 to 5 provide a good seal
between the cylinder wall and piston. The efficiency and economy of the engine primarily
depend on the working of the piston. The piston is usually small in diameter than the bore of the
cylinder. The space between the cylinder and the cylinder wall is called the piston clearance.
This piston clearance provides a space for a layer of lubricant between the piston and cylinder
wall to reduce friction. It prevents piston seizure due to high temperature. If there is on
clearance then it is not possible to reciprocate piston inside the cylinder. The important types of
the piston as follows. The piston rings are fitted into the grooves of the piston to maintain a
good seal between the piston and the cylinder wall. The number of piston rings used is about 2
to 4 compression rings and 1 to 2 oil control ring was used but in modern design the number if
rings usually three out of which one is the oil control ring. Chromium plated rings are also used
for the top ring, which is subjected to the highest working temperatures and the corrosive
action of the combustion products. The main function of the connecting rod is to convert the
reciprocating motion of the piston into the rotary motion of the crankshaft. The piston pin is
also called wrist pin or gudgeon pin. It is used for connecting the small end of the connecting
rod and the piston. Fig a shown Set screw type piston pin , This pin is fastened to the piston to
the piston by a SET SCREW such that the connecting rod end swivel has required by the
combined reciprocating and rotary motion of the piston and crankshaft. Fig b shown the
Semi-floating piston pin , It is fastened to the connecting rod with a clamp screw. Fig c shown
Fully floating piston pin. The pin floats in both the piston bosses and the small end of
connecting rod. It is prevented from coming in contact with the cylinder wall by two circlips. The
crankshaft is the engine component from which the power is taken. It is one of the main power
transmission sources in all engine parts. The Crankshaft is the first part of the power
transmission system in which the reciprocating motion of the piston is converted into the
rotating motion with the help of connecting rod. The rear end of the crankshaft carries flywheel.
The flywheel tends to keep the crankshaft running at constant. Next, to the rear end, the main
journal and oil seal is fitted. In some engine, oil return threads are provided which return the
lubricating oil to the sump. A camshaft is a shaft on which cams are mounted. A cam is a device
that changes the rotary motion of the camshaft into the linear motion of the follower. A
camshaft is responsible for the opening of the valves. Engine valves are essential to control the
timing of air-fuel mixture entry into the cylinder and combustion products out of the cylinders.
This is the most widely used valve in automobile engines. The poppet valve is given the name
because of its motion of popping up and down. The sleeve is in continuous motion and admits
and drives out the gases by virtue of the periodic coincidence of port cut in the sleeve with
ports formed through the main cylinder casting. Fig showed a simple sketch of Rotary Valve.
There are many types of rotary valves. The figure shows the disc type rotary valve. It consists of
a rotating disc which has a port. While rotating, it communicates s alternately with the inlet and
exhaust manifolds. The materials used for inlet and exhaust valve are generally different
because of the different operating conditions to which valves are subjected. Silico-chrome steel

is the material generally used for inlet valves. For exhaust valves molybdenum as added to the
silico-chrome. The recent materials for exhaust valve are austenite steel and precipitation
hardening steel is generally used. In petrol engines, the carburettor control both air and fuel
supply to the engine cylinder under speed and load conditions. They vary the supply of air-fuel
mixture to meet the given condition. But in the diesel engine, the governor is used to keep the
engine speed within limits. Without a governor, the engine speed increases at lighter loads and
the dynamic stresses damage the engine parts. The governor which is set for a particular
engine speed operates a mechanism such that more fuel is injected to increase the engine
power. Governor, in this case, operates the mechanism to reduce the supply of fuel in the
engine. It is essential to keep the engine speed within limits. Download PDF. Email Address. The
cylinder head cast integrally with cylinder blocks also be done in a few cases usually in racing
cars to obtain a gas-tight joint. Types of integral heads have advantages over integral
construction. However, some heavy-duty engines require higher cooling rates such as copper
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